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Human activities are driving rapid phenotypic change in many
species, with harvesting considered to be a particularly potent
evolutionary force. We hypothesized that faster evolutionary change
in human-disturbed populations could be caused by a strengthening
of phenotypic selection, for example, if human disturbances trigger
maladaptation and/or increase the opportunity for selection. We
tested this hypothesis by synthesizing 1,366 phenotypic selection
coefficients from 37 species exposed to various anthropogenic
disturbances, including harvest. We used a paired design that only
included studies measuring selection on the same traits in both
human-disturbed and control (not obviously human-disturbed “natural”) populations. Surprisingly, this meta-analysis did not reveal
stronger selection in human-disturbed environments; in fact, we
even found some evidence that human disturbances might slightly
reduce selection strength. The only clear exceptions were two fisheries showing very strong harvest selection. On closer inspection, we
discovered that many disturbances weakened selection by increasing
absolute fitness and by decreasing the opportunity for selection—
thus explaining what initially seemed a counterintuitive result. We
discuss how human disturbances can sometimes weaken rather than
strengthen selection, and why measuring the total effect of disturbances on selection is exceedingly difficult. Despite these challenges,
documenting human influences on selection can reveal disturbances
with particularly strong effects (e.g., fishing), and thus better inform
the management of populations exposed to these disturbances.
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highest fitness in the new, human-modified environment (4).
Specifically, if we assume that most populations are reasonably
well adapted to their current environments (16), most changes in
the environment should increase the mismatch between a population’s current trait distribution and the fitness function for
that trait in the new environment (Fig. 1A). Such fluctuations in
adaptive landscapes and resulting levels of maladaptation are not
limited to human-disturbed environments—they are also well
documented in populations experiencing natural disturbances
(16, 17). However, given the pronounced and well-documented
impacts that humans have had on many abiotic and biotic variables (18), we should expect rates of environmental change (and
thus the mean level of maladaptation) to be greater in the case of
human disturbances, thus potentially strengthening selection.
The second mechanism is related to the opportunity for selection, that is, the variance in relative fitness in a population (19, 20).
Because phenotypic selection is defined (21) as the covariance
between trait values and relative fitness (the absolute fitness of an
individual divided by the mean absolute fitness of the population),
human disturbances that affect the mean fitness or the variance in
fitness of a population could influence the strength of selection via
an altered opportunity for selection (22). Anthropogenic stressors
often negatively impact population sizes (23, 24); thus, it seems
reasonable to hypothesize that many disturbances would also affect population mean fitness. When a disturbance reduces fitness
in absolute terms (e.g., all individuals produce one fewer offspring), a decrease in mean absolute fitness could lead to an increase in the relative fitness of a better-than-average individual
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T

he anthropogenic alteration of ecosystems is a wellrecognized evolutionary force (1, 2). Disturbances such as
climate change, habitat degradation, species introduction, and
the harvest of wild animals and plants reconfigure adaptive
landscapes, altering selective pressures acting on populations
and shifting intraspecific trait values toward new trait optima (3–
5). Ample data are now available on phenotypic change associated with such human pressures, and quantitative syntheses of
these data have revealed that trait change (in part genetically
based) is often faster and of greater magnitude in humanimpacted populations than in more “natural” populations (5–
7). Most dramatically, populations experiencing direct harvest
(e.g., hunting and fishing) are often typified by particularly high
rates of phenotypic change (8, 9), leading some authors to conclude that human predation might be one of the most potent
selective agents in nature (10). Such large-scale trait change
caused by human activities has important consequences for the
dynamics of populations and communities, the functioning of
ecosystems, and the services that we derive from them (11–14).
If phenotypic change is faster in disturbed environments, human disturbances need to affect at least one of the two drivers of
evolutionary rates, namely the amount of heritable variation in,
and the strength of selection acting on, traits. We suggest two
main mechanisms through which disturbances could affect the
latter by generally strengthening selection, thus accelerating trait
change (Fig. 1). The first mechanism is a modification of
the adaptive landscape (15) leading to maladaptation, whereby
the most common trait values in a population no longer yield the
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Many species are evolving in response to human-induced
global change, often at a pace that exceeds natural rates of
trait change. This difference could be due to generally stronger
phenotypic selection in human-impacted environments, to
which populations might be relatively maladapted. We conducted a large-scale test of this hypothesis by synthesizing
1,366 selection estimates from populations exposed to a variety of disturbances. Surprisingly, this meta-analysis revealed
that human disturbances might slightly decrease selection by
increasing mean fitness, except for some fish stocks showing
very strong harvest selection. This synthesis provides new insights into the evolutionary response of populations to global
change, and suggests that only some human disturbances
might have large immediate evolutionary impacts in nature.
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Fig. 1. Anthropogenic disturbances could generally strengthen phenotypic
selection by increasing maladaptation and/or the opportunity for selection. (A)
The disturbance causes maladaptation by shifting fitness peaks away from
current trait distributions. The gray histogram illustrates the trait distribution
of a fictive population which is well adapted to predisturbance conditions, and
the black and red curves show the hypothetical pre- and postdisturbance fitness functions of the same trait, respectively. (B) The disturbance diminishes
mean absolute fitness (e.g., number of offspring), thus increasing the variance
in relative fitness and the opportunity for selection.

and a decrease in the relative fitness of a worse-than-average individual, thereby increasing the variance in relative fitness (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1). Such an increase in the opportunity for selection would result in higher covariance between the trait and
relative fitness and, consequently, stronger selection (Fig. 1B).
In contrast, if fitness loss across individuals is purely proportional
(e.g., all individuals lose exactly 10% of their absolute fitness),
then the opportunity for selection remains unchanged (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). A recent meta-analysis of experimental studies
of selection revealed that manipulations of the biotic or abiotic
environment often affect the opportunity for selection (25).
Hence, it seems likely that at least some forms of human-induced
environmental change would, too, influence the opportunity for
selection, and thus that anthropogenic stressors could impact
selection strength not only via maladaptation (as above) but also
by changing the variance in relative fitness.
Several case studies have indeed documented an increase in
selection strength due to various disturbances such as anthropogenic fire and invasive species (26, 27). Other studies, however, have found weaker (relaxed) selection in disturbed than
undisturbed populations (28–30), such that it remains unclear
whether an overall trend exists of generally stronger selection in
human-altered environments. To assess whether such a trend
exists, we synthesized the recent literature that reported estimates of human impacts on selection strength. Since Lande and
Arnold’s (21) paper on how to measure phenotypic selection,
myriad studies have quantified selection across a variety of taxa,
and several recent quantitative syntheses and meta-analyses have
reviewed this literature to describe the strength, direction, and
dynamics of natural selection in the wild (25, 31–39). Our
analysis differs from those conducted previously in that (i) we
specifically focus on populations disturbed by human activities,
and (ii) we include only data from disturbed populations for which
selection was also measured in at least one control (not obviously
human-disturbed; henceforth natural) population (Methods). We
thus assembled a synthetic dataset of selection coefficients from
recent studies of anthropogenic selection and analyzed it to test
two simple predictions: (i) On average, when considering data
from many species and human disturbances, phenotypic selection
is stronger in human-disturbed populations than it is in natural
populations; and (ii) harvest selection causes even stronger selection than other forms of anthropogenic selection, in line with
trends reported for phenotypic change (10).
Of the 4,115 publications that we reviewed, 40 satisfied our
inclusion criteria (Methods). We extracted linear selection differentials (S) and gradients (β) measured in both natural and
disturbed conditions from these publications. These selection
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coefficients correspond to the slopes of linear regressions between relative fitness and standardized trait values, and they
provide a standardized measure of phenotypic selection that can
be compared across studies (21). The absolute value of these
slopes indicates the strength of selection irrespective of its sign,
which was the focus of our analysis. The assembled database
comprises 1,366 linear selection coefficients (710 S and 656 β)
measured on 102 traits from 37 different species (SI Appendix,
Table S1). Coefficients were grouped into 37 “systems,” defined
as specific taxon–disturbance combinations (e.g., pipefish or
morning glory exposed to xenobiotics, lemon sharks experiencing
habitat degradation, etc.). Harvested and nonharvested systems
were also distinguished. We were able to obtain SEs for 67% of S
and 82% of β-estimates; we used this subset of the data to fit a
Bayesian formal meta-analytical model testing if selection strength
varied with disturbance conditions (natural vs. “disturbed”), disturbance type (“harvest” vs. “other”), and their interaction. We
also repeated a similar analysis using the full dataset instead but
ignoring uncertainty over individual selection estimates, that is,
using all estimates without considering SEs (below; the “informal
model”). We also replicated all analyses using a frequentist statistical framework, and also modeled maximum (as opposed to
mean) selection strength using quantile regression (Methods and
SI Appendix). Finally, we were able to collect fitness estimates
from 62% of systems to assess how disturbances influenced mean
absolute fitness and the opportunity for selection.
Results and Discussion
The distribution of estimates of jSj and jβj (selection strength)
indicated slightly weaker selection (smaller values) in disturbed
than natural conditions, and much stronger selection in disturbed conditions for harvested populations (Fig. 2 A and B).
Median selection strength was 0.19 (jSj) or 0.13 (jβj) in natural
conditions, 0.11 (jSj) or 0.09 (jβj) in disturbed conditions in
nonharvested systems, and 0.69 (jSj) or 0.24 (jβj) in harvested
populations. As a comparison, previous data compilations have
reported median selection strength (jβj) ranging from 0.08 to
0.26 depending on fitness components (36, 39). The formal
meta-analytical Bayesian model (but not the informal model) as
well as all frequentist models indicated that mean selection
strength was significantly weaker in disturbed than natural conditions (Fig. 2 C–F, Table 1, and SI Appendix, Table S2). However,
disturbance type (harvest vs. other) and disturbance conditions
(natural vs. disturbed) had a significant interactive effect on mean
selection strength measured as jSj, with harvested systems showing
stronger selection in disturbed than natural conditions (Fig. 2 C
and E, Table 1, and SI Appendix, Table S2). This effect was entirely due to two fisheries (cod and pike), as other harvested systems (sheep and ginseng) had weaker mean phenotypic selection
in disturbed than natural conditions. Disturbance conditions did
not have a statistically significant effect on selection strength
measured as jβj in the Bayesian models but did in the frequentist
models, again suggesting slightly weaker selection in disturbed
conditions (Fig. 2 D and F, Table 1, and SI Appendix, Table S2).
However, only two harvested systems had β-coefficients such that
the effect of disturbance type could not be tested.
The results for maximum selection strength modeled with
quantile regression followed the same general pattern (i.e., disturbance lowered selection strength; SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and
Table S3). When distinguishing systems or traits using a variety
of grouping factors (focal taxa, study designs, types of disturbance, fitness components, and major trait types), we also observed that disturbance had small (but nonsignificant) negative
effects on selection strength across most system/trait categories,
with the only noticeable exception again being the two fisheries
noted above (SI Appendix, Figs. S3 and S4). Therefore, the
dominant trend across most analyses was slightly weaker selection in disturbed conditions. However, this effect is both small
and uncertain (e.g., not significant for jβj), and could vanish as
the database grows to include additional records. Thus, the main
conclusion that we draw is that, contrary to our initial prediction,
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Fig. 2. Effects of human disturbances on the strength of phenotypic selection. (A and B) Probability density functions of absolute values of linear selection differentials (jSj) and gradients (jβj). Coefficients are pooled across
systems and color-coded by disturbance conditions and disturbance type
(harvest vs. other). (C–F) Mean selection strength by system or by trait, across
disturbance conditions. Lines correspond to individual systems or traits, colorcoded by disturbance type (red, harvest; gray, other). Dotted lines correspond
to the subset of harvested systems that are fisheries (cod and pike). Circles
indicate mean selection strength in natural vs. disturbed conditions for harvested systems (red) and other systems (blue). Error bars represent SEM.

phenotypic selection is not stronger in human-disturbed populations, with the potential exception of fisheries. Expanding the
dataset is unlikely to modify this basic conclusion, as this would
require a substantial reversal of the trends reported here.
These results challenged our initial intuitions regarding human
impacts on selection strength (Fig. 1). Perhaps human disturbances

do not strengthen selection (on average) because they result in
neither trait-level maladaptation (Fig. 1A) nor an increase in the
opportunity for selection (Fig. 1B). The latter is possible if many
disturbances included in our analysis increased absolute fitness and
improved growth rate and population size (e.g., greater resource
availability from eutrophication or elevated CO2, or warming up to
a certain level), in which case we would not expect strengthened
phenotypic selection (22, 25). By collecting estimates of mean absolute fitness, variance in absolute fitness, and opportunity for selection from studies in our database, we found that, on average,
disturbance generally increased mean absolute fitness, decreased
the variance in absolute fitness, and thus decreased the opportunity
for selection (Fig. 3A; these trends were statistically significant for
the variance in fitness and the opportunity for selection). Further,
when the effect of disturbance on fitness or on the opportunity for
selection is related to the effect of the same disturbance on selection strength, we find that disturbances that had a positive effect
on fitness and a negative effect on the opportunity for selection
significantly weakened selection (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Table
S4; see also ref. 25). Therefore, most studies that we collated focused on disturbances that increased mean absolute fitness and
decreased the opportunity for selection, thus leading to slightly
weaker selection in disturbed conditions.
These findings are somewhat surprising in that we might expect
investigators to choose disturbances with strong (potentially negative) effects on their study organisms. We are thus left with a
puzzling question: How can human disturbances have, on average,
no net effect (or a positive effect) on mean absolute fitness? Given
widespread human impacts on the biosphere and the current sixth
mass extinction (23, 24), it hardly seems possible that a majority of
species would not be negatively affected by human-induced environmental change. Perhaps, then, the surprising trend in our
dataset reflects a taxonomic bias affecting most studies of humaninduced evolution; that is, we can only measure selection and
adaptation in species that persist along anthropogenic gradients,
at least long enough to be the focus of mark–recapture studies,
rearing experiments, and so forth. None of the study populations
included in this database went locally extinct following disturbance, yet human-induced extirpation is widespread (23). Thus, if
we can only study species that fare relatively well in human-altered
environments, accurately estimating the mean effect of humans on
selection across taxa and types of disturbance will be difficult.
Quantifying the contribution of trait-level maladaptation to
changes in selection (Fig. 1A) is also problematic. Most studies
estimate selection based on a component of fitness (e.g., survival
or mating success) or based on a proxy for fitness [which has
limitations (40)], rather than total fitness, and all studies measure selection on one or a few traits only. Thus, when human
disturbances weaken selection on one trait based on one fitness
component, the same disturbance could in theory strengthen selection on the same trait via a different fitness component, and/or
strengthen selection on another trait (SI Appendix, Fig. S5).
Quantifying overall maladaptation in a human-altered environment

Table 1. Model predictions for mean selection strength in natural vs. disturbed conditions, for
harvested vs. other systems
Formal meta-analysis
Estimate
jSj
jβj H+
jβj H−

Disturbance

Natural

Other
Harvest

0.21 [0.16 to 0.28]
0.2 [0.13 to 0.41]
0.15 [0.13 to 0.18]
0.16 [0.13 to 0.19]

Full dataset

Disturbed
0.09
0.85
0.13
0.14

[0.06
[0.68
[0.11
[0.11

to
to
to
to

0.16]
1.08]
0.16]
0.17]

Natural
0.21
0.28
0.18
0.19

[0.18
[0.21
[0.16
[0.16

to
to
to
to

Disturbed
0.25]
0.47]
0.21]
0.22]

0.19 [0.17 to 0.22]
0.95 [0.78 to 1.19]
0.19 [0.17 to 0.22]
0.2 [0.17 to 0.23]

Results indicate the mode and 95% credible intervals of posterior distributions of mean jSj or jβj. Separate
analyses were conducted with the subset of data with SEs (formal meta-analysis) and with the full dataset
(ignoring measurement error). Effects of disturbance type on jβj could not be assessed due to data limitations
(only two harvested systems); we thus conducted separate analyses including (H+) or excluding (H−) harvested
systems.
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Fig. 3. Human impacts on fitness and on the opportunity for selection influence selection strength. (A) Distribution of mean absolute fitness, the
variance in absolute fitness, and the opportunity for selection in natural (N)
and disturbed (D) conditions across the 22 systems that reported fitness
values. Gray circles are individual estimates, scaled within systems. Connected black and red symbols indicate the results of Bayesian mixed models
(mode and 95% credible intervals of posterior distributions) estimating
mean values in either condition. OS, opportunity for selection. (B) Effect size
(log response ratio) of disturbance on selection strength as a function of the
effect size of the same disturbance on either mean absolute fitness (Left) or
on the opportunity for selection (Right). Symbols are individual systems.
Positive values indicate systems for which disturbance increased selection
strength, mean/variance in fitness, or the opportunity for selection. Solid
lines indicate results of linear regressions with statistically significant slopes
at P < 0.05 (see SI Appendix, Table S4 for test statistics).

(i.e., mapping the location of a population in a hyperdimensional
adaptive landscape with a known topography) would require
measuring total selection on all traits, which is impossible both
logistically and conceptually (given the infinite number of traits that
can be defined). The measured effect of humans on phenotypic
selection coefficients is thus entirely dependent upon the traits and
fitness components on which investigators choose to focus. For
example, some studies are interested in how disturbances weaken
selection (41), such that they specifically focus on traits hypothesized to be under stronger selection in natural conditions. Two such
examples from the database include a eutrophication-induced
breakdown of sexual selection on nuptial coloration in sticklebacks (28) and a loss of pollinator-mediated selection on
floral traits due to forest degradation (29). In those examples,
disturbance could relax selection on the traits under study but
increase selection on other, unmeasured traits.
Finally, another complication is that human disturbances
might influence hard and soft selection differently. Hard selection is density- and frequency-independent selection that can
have a direct effect on population size, while soft selection is
density- and frequency-dependent selection with generally limited consequences for population size (42, 43). Some disturbances could increase soft selection without influencing hard
selection, and vice versa. For example, in a hypothetical harvested population in which a constant fraction of individuals with
specific trait values are removed (e.g., the largest, 10%) but
where harvest regulations maintain a stable population size and
an invariant mean absolute fitness, one would expect strong (and
persistent) soft selection and perhaps rapid phenotypic change
Fugère and Hendry

without any change in hard selection. In contrast, all cases of
population extirpation and biodiversity loss in human-altered
environments are possible examples of strengthened (but unmeasured) hard selection, where individuals have low fitness
regardless of population density or composition. This perhaps
common scenario is not well represented in the database analyzed herein, as discussed above. Moreover, depending on
whether a disturbance is predicted to impact hard or soft selection, different trait and fitness standardization approaches
should be employed to adequately measure variation in selection
strength (44). This is rarely done, which could mask human
impacts on selection in some studies.
Despite the challenges of quantifying human impacts on
overall selection, studies of anthropogenic selection are still
useful for revealing effects of specific disturbances that are large
and consistent enough to be detected amid all of the noise—
effects that might also be the most relevant from a conservation
perspective. For example, fishery-induced selection on body size
is clearly a strong effect that deserves the attention of managers.
Indeed, the two fisheries in our database showed markedly
stronger anthropogenic than natural selection (45–47). Other
studies of fishery selection that could not be included here due to
a lack of control (unfished) selection coefficients also report
some very high selection estimates (e.g., ref. 48), as do recent
results from experimental fisheries (49). The distinct nature of
fishing is also supported by phenotypic change data. For example, the well-known result of Darimont et al. (10) that trait
change is fastest in harvested populations is based on the large
number of fisheries in their analysis (30 out of 40 systems); excluding fisheries leads to similar rates of trait change in natural
and harvested populations (a mean Darwin numerator of ∼0.1 in
both natural and other harvested populations, as opposed
to >0.2 for fisheries). Sharpe and Hendry (50) also found high
rates of phenotypic change of life-history traits in the most
heavily exploited fish stocks in their dataset. We speculate that
fishing induces particularly strong selection because a large
fraction of the population is often harvested (i.e., mortality is
greatly increased), because fishing gear is designed specifically to
be size-selective, and because selection keeps removing the
largest individuals of the population despite adaptive trait
change in response to prior harvest (50–52). We also suggest that
additional studies of fisheries are strongly needed to confirm the
pattern that we report here, and that such studies will be most
informative if they also include matching data from control
(unharvested) populations of the same species.
Conclusion
Overall, our analysis does not support the notion that most human disturbances strengthen phenotypic selection. However, we
interpret this finding with caution, because the large number of
selection coefficients that we synthesized originated from a
limited number of study systems. Studies of human impacts on
phenotypic selection have only recently become available in the
literature (mean publication year of studies included in the database, 2010; range, 1999 to 2018). We predict that many more
such studies will be published in upcoming years, and we will
keep collating selection coefficients from human-disturbed
populations as they arise. We suggest that it is paramount to
gather more estimates of selection in populations exposed to a
variety of disturbances if we are to uncover those human activities that consistently induce strong selection (e.g., fishing). This
information is especially relevant when anthropogenic selection acts on traits that have implications for demography or
community/ecosystem-level processes, for example, body size (9).
As authors of previous meta-analyses have argued (36, 39), we
too urge authors to report SEs of selection coefficients in future
studies of phenotypic selection; many studies included in this
database failed to do so (even recent ones), and most authors
that we contacted could not retrieve SEs. Reporting mean and
SE of absolute and relative/standardized fitness and trait values
alongside selection estimates should also be routine, and would
PNAS | October 2, 2018 | vol. 115 | no. 40 | 10073
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help document human impacts on the constituents of selection
estimates and the relationships among them.
Finally, solving the paradox of faster evolutionary rates in
human-impacted populations despite no apparent change in the
strength of phenotypic selection will require more integrative
studies measuring additive genetic variance, phenotypic selection, and rates of trait change along anthropogenic gradients.
Some disturbances might have opposing effects on selection and
genetic variation, leading to evolutionary stasis, whereas other
disturbances could have synergistic effects on both variables,
leading to positive feedback loops and even faster phenotypic
change (53). To alleviate the taxonomic bias discussed above,
future studies could also include experimental manipulations
and/or monitoring of populations expected to undergo a disturbance, tracking their evolutionary response even if they eventually become extirpated. Lastly, incorporating demographic data
in studies of phenotypic selection would be key in determining
whether fluctuations in population abundance associated with
human disturbances can influence the strength of selection, for
example, via a change in population mean fitness and in the
opportunity for selection (e.g., due to density-dependent processes). Understanding how human disturbances alter fundamental evolutionary processes such as selection is essential if we
are to predict and mitigate population extirpation in the face of
global change.
Methods
Database. We found studies documenting selection in human-disturbed
environments by reviewing all articles citing Lande and Arnold (21). This
paper described a method to quantify linear selection differentials (S: the
total directional selection acting on a trait) and linear selection gradients (β:
the directional selection acting on a trait after controlling for selection on
correlated traits) using simple and multiple linear regression, respectively.
These regressions use standardized trait values as the predictor(s) and relative fitness as the response (the latter is most often a fitness component such
as survival or mating success rather than total lifetime fitness). The absolute
value of S or β indicates “selection strength,” the magnitude of directional
selection irrespective of its sign. Most (if not all) studies measuring phenotypic selection in this way reference Lande and Arnold (21), such that
reviewing its citations provides a convenient and unbiased method for
finding a large number of S and β (henceforth “selection coefficients”).
Our literature survey found 4,115 articles published between 1983 and
2018. We screened these publications and retained those reporting selection
coefficients for at least one population experiencing some form of human
disturbance. We defined “human disturbance” as human activities noted by
the authors that were likely to have modified the adaptive landscape experienced by the population in which selection was measured (disturbance
types are described in SI Appendix). Moreover, we only included studies that
also reported selection coefficients for the same traits in at least one control
population found in natural conditions, namely in the absence of obvious
human impacts noted by the authors (this could be selection measured in
the same population before a disturbance, in a control group in an experiment, in a population in a natural habitat near a disturbed habitat, etc.).
This paired design, meant to control for differences in selection strength
across traits and species even in the absence of disturbance, led to the exclusion of many studies lacking selection estimates in natural conditions,
such as some time series of harvest-induced selection in fisheries. We also
excluded time series linking trends in selection with trends in climate, as
those studies lack a clear delineation between natural and disturbed conditions, precluding a paired analysis. Therefore, climate change studies included
herein were experiments that used warming chambers or greenhouses to
contrast selection in control vs. treatment conditions. Finally, we also included
only studies that standardized trait values based on the SD of the trait (21), as
this is the most common form of standardization and is thus most appropriate
for meta-analyses.
Forty publications satisfied our search criteria, from which we obtained S
and β values and, when reported, their SEs. We also compiled nonlinear
selection coefficients (21), but those were too few for reliable analysis here.
The assembled database comprises 1,366 linear selection coefficients (710 S
and 656 β) measured on 102 traits from 37 different species (SI Appendix,
Table S1). Coefficients were grouped into 37 systems, defined as taxon–
disturbance combinations. We also classified selection coefficients based on
major trait categories and systems based on focal taxa, types of disturbance,
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experimental designs, and fitness component(s), to explore whether these
moderator variables could influence human impacts on selection strength
(see SI Appendix for a description of grouping classes). SEs were reported for
43% of S and 52% of β in the original publications from which the coefficients were obtained. To increase these proportions, we contacted authors
and, when possible, calculated SEs based on reported P values or confidence
intervals. After these efforts to collect additional information, 67% of S and
82% of β in the final database had SEs (SI Appendix, Table S1).
Analyses. We analyzed the database using both formal and informal metaanalytical approaches, using R version 3.4.1 (54) for all analyses. To first visualize the distribution of selection coefficients (jSj or jβj), we plotted probability
density functions for both natural and disturbed coefficients, ignoring the
paired structure in the dataset, pooling coefficients from all systems, and
distinguishing harvest vs. other disturbances for disturbed coefficients. To
quantitatively compare selection strength in natural vs. disturbed environments, we used the subset of data with SEs to fit a formal meta-analytical
(mixed effects) model. The fact that the variable of interest is a transformed
(absolute) value of reported coefficients introduces some complexity, as SEs of
estimated S and β do not directly correspond to measurement errors for jSj and
jβj. To circumvent this problem, a recently developed approach consists of
modeling the raw (not absolute) coefficients taking into account measurement error, and then using the estimated effects and variances to parameterize folded normal distributions that predict the distribution of absolute
coefficients (55). We used this approach and first modeled S (not jSj) with a
mixed model including disturbance conditions (natural vs. disturbed), disturbance type (other vs. harvest), and their interaction as fixed effects, and the
system and trait on which selection was measured (nested within system) as
random effects. The model was y^ijk ∼ μ + β1*X1ijk + β2*X2ijk + β3*X1ijk*X2ijk +
systemi + traitij + mijk + eijk, where y^ijk is the k-th selection coefficient measured on the j-th trait in the i-th system, μ is mean selection in natural conditions in nonharvested systems, the three βs are estimates of the fixed effects,
X1 and X2 are dummy (binary) variables coding for disturbed conditions and
harvest, and mijk and eijk are observation-level sampling errors and residuals.
We fitted this model in a Bayesian framework, estimating parameters with
Markov chain Monte Carlo implemented in the R package MCMCglmm (56).
We ran the model over 103,000 iterations, discarded the first 3,000 iterations
as burn-in, and used a thinning interval of 10. We used noninformative
priors for fixed effects and weakly informative priors with a low degree of
belief for random effects. Fixed effects are estimated by the model. Random
effects and residuals are drawn from normal distributions with a mean of
zero and a variance estimated by the model, with residual variances allowed
to differ among levels of fixed effects. Sampling errors are drawn from
normal distributions with a mean of zero and a known variance given by the
squared SE of the selection estimate. We generated posterior predictive
distributions of S in all four contexts (natural vs. disturbed, harvest vs. other)
and then transformed these distributions using folded normal distributions,
to predict distributions of jSj in each context. We report the mode and 95%
credible intervals of these predicted distributions.
To use all data available, we also fitted a model using the full dataset
instead of only the subset with SEs. This model is like the one described above
but omitted the term for sampling error (mijk), thus ignoring uncertainty
associated with individual selection estimates. We compared the output of
this model with the formal meta-analytical model. We then repeated this
analysis with β, again fitting a formal meta-analytical model with the subset
of data including SEs and a (informal) model with the full dataset, and then
using the posterior distributions to model the expected value of jβj by
sampling folded normal distributions. However, due to data limitations (only
two harvested systems), models for β had a single fixed effect (disturbance
conditions). We fitted models by either including or excluding the two
harvested systems, to determine the mean impact of disturbances other
than harvest. We then repeated this set of analyses using maximum
likelihood-based parameter estimation instead. We fitted weighted and
unweighted, general and generalized (gamma) linear mixed models on either untransformed or log-transformed absolute selection estimates using
the R package lme4 (57). These alternative approaches are described in SI
Appendix, Table S2. We also modeled maximum selection strength using
quantile regression (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S3), and tested whether
effects of disturbance on selection strength varied across taxa, study designs,
types of disturbance, fitness components, and trait types (SI Appendix, Figs.
S3 and S4).
Finally, we also assessed the impact of human disturbances on mean fitness
by extracting fitness estimates from studies included in the database. Out of
37 systems, 23 provided at least one mean absolute fitness estimate per
disturbance condition (total, 159 estimates; reported in figures, tables, or
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text). We also noted the variance in absolute fitness when available, to
calculate the opportunity for selection (the variance in relative fitness, given
by the variance in absolute fitness divided by mean absolute fitness squared).
In some cases, the opportunity for selection was directly reported by the
authors. We rescaled estimates from −1 to 1 within each system because
values vary widely in scale depending on the choice of fitness measure. We
then analyzed these data with Bayesian mixed models of the form y^ijk ∼
conditionsi + systemj + eijk, where y^ ijk is the k-th estimate (mean absolute
fitness, variance in absolute fitness, or the opportunity for selection) from
the j-th system (a random effect) when under the i-th condition (natural or
disturbed; a fixed effect). Fitting parameters (number of iterations, burn-in,
etc.) were identical to other models described above. The one harvested
system that reported fitness estimates was excluded from the analysis.
To link impacts on fitness and impacts on selection strength, we also calculated
for each system an effect size of human disturbance on mean absolute fitness, on
the opportunity for selection, and on selection strength. These effect sizes were
log response ratios computed as the natural logarithm of the mean value in

disturbed conditions over the mean value in natural conditions. We averaged all
selection and fitness estimates within system and disturbance conditions rather
than using a hierarchical model, because the number of fitness and selection
estimates generally differed within studies (e.g., a system could have many selection estimates based on many traits but a single reported fitness measurement
in natural and in disturbed conditions). After averaging, each system contributed
a single data point (an effect size of disturbance) for each variable. We tested for
an association between the effect size of disturbance on fitness or the opportunity
for selection and the effect size of disturbance on selection strength using linear
regressions, fitting separate models for jSj and for jβj (SI Appendix, Table S4).
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